CORE TRAINING

For our core training to be effective
we need to eccentrically load the
muscles before we concentrically
contract them. Traditional
core exercises don’t make use
of this eccentric loading.

Many runners believe that having a strong core is
important for maintaining good running form and
reducing the risk of injury. Because of this, they have
incorporated some form of core strengthening exercises
into their training. The most common exercises used
are floor-based exercises such as the plank, crunches
and exercises performed on an unstable surface, such as
a fit ball. However, research suggests that using these
traditional methods to improve core strength may not
have any positive impact on our running performance.
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tanton et al (2004) found that six weeks of core stability training in recreational athletes did
enhance measures of core stability, but there were no significant improvements of running
economy or performance(1). Hibbs et al (2008) agreed with Stanton and concluded that few
studies have observed any performance enhancement in sporting activities despite observing
improvements in core stability and core strength following a core training program(2).
One of the main goals of core training is to improve the stability of the pelvis and lumbar spine but Mills et al (2005) found there was no association between improvements
in lumbo-pelvic stability and improvements in athletic performance(3).
Before we give up on core training completely, Willardson (2007) concluded that
based on the current literature, performance of ground-based free weight movements
might be better (compared with exercising on unstable equipment) for the development
of core strength and power due to the force, velocity and core stabilising requirements
that are similar to the demands of sports skills(4). We clearly need to re-think our understanding of the core and its role in running and create running specific exercises.

What Is The Core?

The core is a collection of muscles that
attach to the pelvis and includes the abdominal
muscles, the spine, back, pelvic floor, hip and
deep hip muscles. When we run the core has
a role to play in absorbing the force of landing.
It helps coordinate the movement between the
upper and lower body and the left and right
side of the body. It is also responsible for the
stability of the pelvis and spine and it absorbs
and releases energy to generate movement.

Problems with Traditional Core Training

The traditional approach to strengthening the core is to train the abdominal muscles
to prevent movement of the lumbar spine
with the body in either a supine (lying on your
back) or prone (lying on your stomach) position. This approach has several major flaws:
1. Maintaining a neutral spine
A neutral spine is the natural position of
the spine with the lumbar, thoracic and cervical
spine in good alignment. Maintaining this position when we run is not possible, or desirable.
With every step our pelvis rotates one way and
our upper body the opposite. It tilts forward to
allow our leg to extend behind us and tilts sideways every time our foot hits the ground. Any
core exercise that involves maintaining a neutral
spine is teaching the body to hold a position that
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is biomechanically impossible to maintain when
we run. Core training exercises should be trying to restore movement where there is a lack of
mobility and strengthen muscles to control excess
movement where there is a lack of strength.
2. Performing exercises in a lying
rather than standing position
In 2010, the Annual Summit of the American
College of Sports Medicine stated that vertical
core training is more effective than traditional
core training methods. Despite this, the majority of core exercises are still performed in a
horizontal position. The benefits of any exercise
is dictated by the law of specific adaptation to
imposed demand. This means the strength
gained from an exercise is specific to the load,
joint position, body position, speed of movement, energy system and range of the movement
of that exercise. Training the core in a horizontal
position puts the body in a different position
using different joint angles with a different range
of motion than running. Hence, there is very
little, if any, carry-over benefit into running.
3. Working muscles in isolation
Traditional core training exercises work
the core muscles in isolation which, in theory,
allows you to focus on working the muscles
more effectively. The problem with this approach
is that muscles never work in isolation in normal movements. Every step we take involves a
complex sequence of muscular activity of over

right foot hitting the ground to left foot hitting the
ground) takes approx 0.33 of a second. Given that
the benefits of an exercise are specific to the speed
of movement used in the exercise, core training
exercises should use dynamic movements rather
than static holds or slow movements. An exercise
that involves holding a contraction for 30 seconds
or more cannot effectively train the muscles to
repeatedly contract and relax in 0.33 of a second.
6. Use conscious concentric
activation of muscles
When we run we focus on movements not
muscles. It is impossible to consciously activate
a specific muscle in a dynamic activity like
running. For effective core strength we need
our core to fire optimally without us having to
consciously think about it. To activate a muscle
it needs to receive the appropriate stimulus.
That stimulus is provided by cells called proprioreceptors that are located in our muscles,
tendons, ligaments and joints throughout the
whole body. They detect joint angle, muscle
length and muscle tension and feed this information to the brain. The brain then decides what
to do with that information; feed the brain the
right messages and a muscle will activate.
Muscles will activate when they experience a rapid stretch. For example, if you want
to jump in the air your first movement will
be to squat down rapidly and then jump up.
When you squat down you place a dynamic
stretch or eccentric load through the gluteal
and hamstring muscles which fire up and
then contract and shorten (a concentric muscle action) to propel you from the ground.
You don’t consciously activate the glutes, the
eccentric loading does that for you. This happens throughout the whole body when we run.
Muscles and tendons are stretched rapidly by
ground reaction forces, gravity and momentum and store energy. This energy can then be
used to propel ourselves forward. For our core
training to be effective we need to eccentrically load the muscles before we concentrically
contract them. Traditional core exercises don’t
make use of this eccentric loading.

Core Training – A New Approach

Exercise 1 – Rotation
With your arms straight and elbows locked, rotate your arms from side to side and look straight ahead.

200 muscles. Unless the brain knows how to
recruit which muscles in which order and at
what intensity, movement will be compromised.
Training muscles in isolation doesn’t teach them
to integrate with the rest of the body. To effectively train a muscle for an activity like running
we need to use full body movements, with the
body in positions that place stress on the muscles we want to work. This teaches the muscle to
integrate its strength with the rest of the body.
4. Training in only one plane of movement
Movement at a joint can occur in three different planes – the sagittal plane (moving forwards
and backwards), the frontal plane (moving side
to side) and the transverse plane (rotating left and
right). When we run, our pelvis and spine move
in all three planes and therefore we need to have
the strength to control movement in all three
planes. Traditional core training exercises focus
heavily on the sagittal plane with very few exercises working in the frontal or transverse planes.
5. Using static holds or slow
controlled movements
Running involves taking approximately 90
steps per minute which means one stride (from

For core exercises to be effective for running they need to meet the following criteria:
1. Be performed in a vertical position;
2. Involve the dynamic movement
of at least one arm or leg;
3. Incorporate movement in all three planes
– transverse, sagittal and frontal;
4. Load the muscles subconsciously and eccentrically; and
5. Make use of gravity, landing forces and momentum.
As almost no traditional core exercises meet
any one of these criteria it’s time for something
new. Based on the above rationale, the three
exercises pictured will be far more effective core
exercises for running than the traditional exercises.

Exercises

Body Position
All three of the exercises start with one
foot in front the other with the weight resting more on the front foot and both knees
slightly bent. The back heel should be off the
ground and both feet pointing straight ahead.
Arm Movement
The arm movement should be fast enough
so that it is momentum that drives your
hands, not your arm and shoulder muscles.
An easy way to get the feel of this is to imagine
that you are throwing a ball. The only difference is instead of letting go you swing the ball
back in the opposite direction. Initially the
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focus should be developing coordination.
As this improves, speed up the movement
to increase the eccentric load on the core.
Load
To increase the degree of difficulty, hold
a small weight (1-3kgs) in your hands. For
those needing to increase mobility the aim is
to take your arms through the largest range
of movement possible. If you need to increase
strength then increase the speed of movement
and shorten the range. If you aren’t sure which
option is the best for you then work on increasing range, since most runners lack mobility.
Repetitions:
Start with around 15-20 reps and once coordination has improved, aim for 2 sets of 30-45
seconds per leg.
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Exercise 2 – Side Bending
Hold your arms directly overhead, with your hands together. Bend sideways ensuring
that the bend is sideways and no rotation occurs, before then bending to the opposite
side. For many of you this will be only a small range of movement.
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Exercise 3 – Extension
With your arms straight, reach from your front knee to over your head and behind your body. Bend your
knees as you reach behind. If you feel this in your lower back then bend your front knee more.
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